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Draft goals and strategies
Fort Wayne Public art master plan

Short term Goals and Strategies Medium term Goals and Strategies
(1-3 years) fy 2020-2022
(4-6 years) fy 2023-2026
Process/ Policy

1.Audit ongoing City projects to determine if public art projects can be integrated.
2.Build on Fort Wayne’s strong partnerships between the City, local non-profits, and
local foundations to establish and strengthen relationships and establish the City’s
role as a funder and steward of public art in Fort Wayne.
3.Complete an inventory of all public art pieces in the Fort Wayne Public Art
Collection.
4.Expand the database of artworks in the City collection and coordinate conservation
and maintenance plans of existing artworks with the proper City Departments.
5.Adopt the Fort Wayne Public Art Maintenance Policy, the Fort Wayne Public Art
Donation Policy, the Fort Wayne Collection Management Policy, and the Fort
Wayne Mural Guidelines.

Funding

1.Utilize Public Art funds to leverage and provide matching monies for grant
opportunities from local, state, and national organizations.

Art Implementation

1.Create a platform for a Fort Wayne Artist Database.
2.Develop a five year work plan for the public art program that details future Cityfunded projects, partnerships between the City and private sector, and maintenance
and conservation plans.
3.Partner with Visit Fort Wayne to promote Fort Wayne as a public art destination.
4.Develop an unveiling process that is duplicated each time a public artwork is
installed.

Comments on short term goals and strategies:

Process/ Policy

1.Revise the five year work plan annually to identify and include funding sources for
new project initiatives, changes in scope to projects, and to include potential new
funding for projects.
2.Consider the selection of a Fort Wayne High School student to sit on the Fort
Wayne Public Art Commission as a voting member.

Funding

1.Prepare assessment of program efficiency for presentation to Council as the
program sunsets in March of 2022.
2.Explore additional funding mechanisms for public art.

Art Implementation

1.Fund neighborhood-based public art projects.

Comments on medium term goals and strategies:

long term Goals and Strategies
(6+ years) fy 2027-2031
Process/ Policy

1.Review and update the Public Art Master Plan. The Public Art Master Plan should
be updated every 5 to 10 years to respond to strengths, opportunities, weaknesses
and challenges as the program grows.
2.Complete the City of Fort Wayne Cultural Plan.

Funding

1. Explore additional funding mechanisms for larger public art installations.

Comments on Long term goals and strategies:
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public engagement by the numbers
Fort wayne public art master plan

Public Art Pecha
Kucha Night
Speakers Included:
Réna Bradley
Alexandra Hall
Tim Parsley
Sayaka Ganz
Adrian Curry
Jim Merz
Marc Pally

Speakers Included:
200+
Standing Room Only

Focus Groups

organizations Included:
Wunderkammer
ArtLink
Catholic Charities
TurnStone

youth Engagement
High School Workshops:
Northside High School
Wayne New Tech High
School

Stakeholder Interviews
66 Stakeholders

Surveys
857 Surveys Completed

Public art popsicle
pop-up on a parklet
Activities Included:
Grillin’ and Chillin’
Popsicles and Parklets
Idea Generation
Participants Included:
90+
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Conceptual Projects
fort wayne Public Art master plan

Open Walls: Fort Wayne
Open Walls: Fort Wayne could identify walls throughout the City that are owned by the City
that could be opened for street art. An annual festival could also be curated to celebrate the
creative opportunity Open Walls: Fort Wayne creates.

Arts and Culture Corridor
An Arts and Culture Corridor could be developed along Rudisill Boulevard from Foster Park
and the Greenway to McMillen Park. Destination sites within the trail should generate excitement, interest, draw visitors to the neighborhood and keep local residents engaged with trail
ownership, upkeep, and maintenance.

Riverfront Public Art Trail

Discovery Walk

Riverfront Fort Wayne provides a unique opportunity to create public art experiences along
the newly designed riverfront. These public art installations could highlight the people of
northeast Indiana and those who have gathered here for centuries, should accentuate the
natural wonder, and encourage people to spend time together while being active along the
riverfront. Public art commissions could include large scale sculpture, murals along the river, or
interactive pieces for active play.

Discovery Walk is a unique project that will create an opportunity for families to enjoy exploring downtown while searching for small and medium sized icons. Each icon will share something special about Fort Wayne and will act as a storytelling opportunity. These icons could be
animals found throughout the Fort Wayne region, including water animals and could be performing different actions in each location. For instance, a duck could be swinging a bat under
a light to represent the first lighted baseball game in history taking place in Fort Wayne.

Faces of the Fort
Faces of the Fort is a project that shares faces of the community through large scale murals.
This project seeks to elevate civil rights and social justice stories as well as new Americans
who have moved to Fort Wayne. The purpose of elevating these community members is to
showcase their stories and ideas for a more equitable future for all residents.

Grand Wayne Monumental Sculpture
According to the Grand Wayne Center Study completed earlier this year, “A monumental art
piece that is successful as an attraction transcends traditional public art and creates a branding focal point for a destination.” Cities throughout the world have used large-scale public art
installations to attract visitors and increase tourism in their cities. Fort Wayne could do the
same through the investment in a large-scale piece at the Grand Wayne Center.

topographic light
Buildings like the Allen County Courthouse, the Lincoln Bank Tower, and Louis Kahn’s Arts
United Center are all iconic and should be celebrated in a spectacular way. Topographic Light
could light all architectural treasures throughout the City using different colors and programming elements, providing interesting opportunities for activity downtown during evening
hours.

Fort Wayne Monumental Gateways
Front Door Fort Wayne, a plan adopted by the City outlines opportunities for monumental
gateways throughout the City. The plan identifies and prioritizes important gateways to the
City and Downtown and seeks to promote a positive image to both residents and visitors. The
plan outlines specific locations and opportunities for types of gateways including along corridors, at interchanges, throughout downtown, and gateways from the airport.

Neighborhood Gateways and Gathering Spaces
Fort Wayne is a city of neighborhoods- all with unique identities that are waiting to be shared.
At the gateways and gathering spaces of Fort Wayne’s neighborhoods should be opportunities to share who lives there and what that neighborhood vibe is like. When someone enters
the neighborhood, they should know they are entering into a place with distinct identity and
unique stories.

Comments on Conceptual Projects
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Conceptual Programs
fort wayne Public Art master plan

Local Public Artist Database
A list of qualified artists and their mediums could be kept in a database available to the public. This database should
be offered to all private developers as they meet with the City to discuss their private development projects.

Creative Passageways
Every urban city is filled with overlooked spaces that go unnoticed and are underused. These spaces provide a
unique opportunity to create interesting spaces in otherwise mundane places. Creative Passageways could focus on
creating place in these overlooked areas through strategic investment. Public art interventions in these spaces could
include murals, interactive installations, light installations on trusses, or sculptural elements.

Artist in Residence Program

Verses from the Fort

An artist in residence program seeks the collaboration of an artist with the city staff for the duration of one year. The
selected artist will be focused on incorporating an artistic vision and creative process in the early stages of city projects. This position should be a one-year, part time position. The artist will work 20 hours per week with the City of Fort
Wayne with City staff and in neighborhoods.

The City of Fort Wayne will run a poetry contest for written word and song lyrics up to 200 words. Writers of every
level are welcome to submit to the contest. Three jurors will be asked to review the submissions and will select three
pieces per year. Once the three selections are made, concrete stamps will be ordered and public works will stamp
sidewalks throughout the City when being repoured.

Creative Crosswalks Fort Wayne

Public Art | The Nuts and Bolts

Creative crosswalks use color, texture and pattern to enliven city streets as engaging and safe places for people.
Creative crosswalks can be designed to reflect the special character of the neighborhood they are placed in, mark a
gateway, or to generate local pride and enhance the identity of a place.

Public Art | The Nuts and Bolts is a biannual program hosted throughout the City that could provide educational opportunities for local artists to learn about the Fort Wayne Public Art Program opportunities and the broader field of
public art. Topics could include the application process, how to past artworks to new clients, how to create a maintenance plan, how to build a budget for a proposal, and strategies for the presentation of proposals.

out of the box utility box art
The City of Fort Wayne could run an open call for artists to paint on traffic boxes throughout the City. This program
would rotate every 5 years and artists could receive a stipend of $500 for supplies.

Comments on Conceptual Programs

